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Plutonium is a heavy, gray metal.

It looksrather like nickel
when freshly machined.
In air it discolors and
soon hegirrs to look like
tarnished silve~ it turns
black.

The rate of tarnishing
depends on the particular
alloy of plutonium and
the atmospheric
humidity, but might
typically occur within a
day. In a few days the
corrosion layer thickens,
turns olive+mlored, and
flakes off aa plutonium
oxide.

Plutonium metal in pier= like the one shown here is not pyrophonc. It doea not
burn spontaneously in air (contrary to popular folklore). This picture
was taken in air.

Alao, contrary to folklore, plutonium does not turn to vapr easily. In fac~ it is lass
volatile than iron metal.

Pure plutonium metal is dense

Its density 19.86 g/cm3, a little greater than gold.

Plutonium is normally handled with gloves.

You could hold weapona grade plutonium metal in your bam hands with little
immediate harm. That would only be unwise, because some of the oxide dust
adhering to the metal might rub off on your hands, be tramferred to your face, and
then into your nose and mouth- Plutonium is not an external Lmdy haxard over times
of hours or even days, but it is an internal hazard, particulady in the hogs or blood
stream.

Plutonium feels slightly warm

The self-heating due to radioactive decay keeps a piece of phstortium at a tempmture
slightly above room temperature. Apiece like the one shown here will feel slightly
warm. A weaprs pit containing many pounds of plutonium will be definitely warm
to the touch.

Plutonium is a metallic element like any others (iron, mbal~ oickel, for example). They are
all listed in the chemist’s periodic table of the elements.
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Periodic table of chemical elements
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The periodic table is the chemist’s way of listing all the
elements in a systematic fashion.

1
71
f-u

103
IJ

This arrangement is in the order of irrcreaaingatomic number, that k, the numberof
elecmons in the electron cloud of each elemental atom. This atomic number is also
the number of positive charges (protons) in the nucleus.

Some elements are similar to othe~, they forma group. Iron (FR atomic number
26), mbalt (Co, 27), and nickel (Ni, 28) belong to one such group.

Plutonium (94) is a member of the actinide series.

The actinide elements

The elements numbered 89 through 103 are called actinides. All are radioactive.

The highest atomic number to occur naturally is uranium, number 92. The rcs~
neptunium (93), plutonium (94), americium (95), etc. arc made synthetically. The
fact that they are made synthetically does not alter in anyway the f%t that they are
real elements, just like iron, cobal~ or nickel. They have chemical and physical
properties - no more or less so than any other elements.
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Atoms are small

If a baseball
expanded to
the size of

then an atom would
expand to
the size of
a baaeball

Atoms are the smallest units of materials (chemical elemesrs) as we uauatly think of
them, i.e., an atom of iron, hydrogen, or plutonium is the smakst bit of those
elements we can have. If we go smaller, we no longer have chemied elements; we
have electrons, protons, neutrons, and the quantum mechanical glue that holds them
together.

To say the same thing in other words, we can divide any
material many times before reducing it to a single atom.

For example, we can calculate the number of atoms of hydrogen and oxygen, HzO
(water), originally in the body of Julius Caesar, distribute them through all the
weans of the esrth, and aasume that your body now haa its proportionate share.
You will have about 3000 of Caesar’s original atoms within you

Some atoms in your body such as potassium arc naturally radioactive. About 4000
atoms of your potassium disintegrate radioactively each second.

It is remarkable that we can detect disintegrations of individual atoms, but that is
what we do when we use an ordimwy hand-held radiation counter.

These facts set the stage for our understanding of atoms,
radioactivity, and the properties of plutonium.

Small amounts of radioactive materials are nccasiomlly released accidentally. While
these releases may be easily detected, they may still not be dangerous. However,
the detection of any radioactivity where it should not be present is a clue that there
may be some larger source nearby.
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Depicting an atom

Electron shell:
chemical and
metal propertlee

The nucleuscarriespropertiesof radioactivityand fission. The electron shel[
carrieschemicalproperties

This is a cartoon showing an atom having a nucleus and a
cloud of electrons orbiting around it.

In actrrdity, the nucleus is about 100,000 times smaller tlmrr the electron cloud as
dismvercd by Rutherford in 1911. This is about the same size ratio as the diameter
of the solar system measured out to the orbit of Pluto mmpared with the sun’s
diameter. Also, as with the sun in the solar system, the nucleus carries almost all
the mass of the atom.

Electrons have one unit of negative electrical charge cactt. The nucleus has a
positive charge with values ranging horn one to over a hrmdrcd, depending on
which element we are talking about. The number of electrons in an atom k just
sufficient to neutralize the nuclear charge so that the net charge on the whole atom is
zero.

The electron cloud and the nucleus lead quite separate lives.

The electron cloud governs the properties of elements as we
normally think of them.

These include typical physical and chemical properties of elements such as whether
they are a metal (e.g., iron), a gas (hydrogen), or an electrical insulator (sulfur),
their melting points, chemieal reactions, and the types of chemierd compounds
forrncd.

The uuc[eus, by its charge, goverm tbe number of e[cctrona and in that way sets the
stage for the properties of an element. Beyond tha~ however, a nucleus plays
almost no role in chemical behavior.
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The nucleus carries almost all the mass of an atom, A nucleus
may also be unstable, radioactive.

A nucleus contains protona (positively charged particles), neutrons (uncharged
particles having about the same mass as the protona), and a quantum mcchrurical
glue to hold them together.

Some nuclei are unstable, they undergo radioactive decay and kick out alph~ beta,
and gamma rays, which we will discuss later. The daughter of such a decay ia a
different nucleus, having a lower energy content than the parent. However, it may
still be less stable than some other nucleus and it may in turn decay to a new
daughter.

The rate of radioactive decay is not appreciably affected by the orbital el.atrons or
other environmental factors. The chemical form, temperature, and pressure have no
practical effect on the rate of radioactive decay. They also have no effect on other
nuclear reactions such as fission in a nuclear chain reaction.

Radioactivity is a property of atoms; it is not an entity in
itself.

Radioactivity is the decay of unstable atomic nuclei. Radiation is emitted from these
nuclei in the prccc.ss. If you clean up a radioactive source, remove ita atoms, you
also remove its radioactivity. Radiation has no life of its own; it is not a purple gas
that creeps around comers and grabs you.

Atomic fission

In atomic fission a heavy nucleus such that of uranium or plutonium sometimes
fissions, splits in two, when hit by a neutrom The nuclear fragment products
assemble elcetrons around them as would atry chemical atom and bemme the
tission products generated in nuclear reactors. These Ession product nuclei as first
formed are likely to be unstable and to undergo radioactive decay to other, more
stable spccics.
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History

1781: The ~ planet Uranus discovered by Herschel, an English astronomer. He
first proposed to name it George, after King George III, but was talked out of it, Then
in 1789 Klaproth discovered a new element and named it after the newly discovered
planet. Uranium was later identified as being the element with atomic number 92.

1896: Radioactivity was discovered by Becquerel.

1905: Einstein’s theory of relativity included the equation, E = mcz, which says that
a little mass can be converted to a lot of energy.

1930: The 9~ planet, Pluto, was discovered by Tombaugb in the U.S.

1932: Chadwick in England discovered the neutron.

1938,193!% There was a rapid stream of discoveries during these two years: uranium
fission, the release of large amounts of energy, and release of several neutrona in
fission. The idea of a chain reaction was proposed. In Getober of 1939 Einstein wrote a
letter to President Roosevelt pointing out the possibility of an atomic bomb.

1941: When Seaborg discovered the new elements, numbers 93 and 94, he named
them after the 8m and 9fi planets, and we have neptunium and plutonium

1942: Fermi ushered in the atomic age December 2 with so atomic pile built under a
football stadium in Chicago. This was soon shifted to what is now Argorme.

Up to this time, the history plutonium was primarily one of scientific discovery. The
development of plutcmiorn technology now became an engineering enterprise.

---- ——---------

(Clmtinucd on a following shcc~)
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Seaborg and Tombaugh

The discoverer of plutonium and
the discoverer of the planet Pluto
met for the first time in 1991.
Glenn T. Seaborg of the
University of California, Berkeley
(left), named the element he
discovered in 1941 “plutonium”
after the planet discovered in 1930
by astronomer Clyde W.
Tombaugh, now emeritus
professor of Earth scienee and
astronomy at New Mexieo State
University. They met at a
colloquium on the 50-year history
of the discovery of the
transrrranium elements, held at
Sandia National Laboratories.
Seaborg, who codiacovered 10 transuranium elements, invited Tombaugb to attend
and meet with him afterward for a historic photo. Naming element 94 after Pluto
was a natural choice, says Seaborg, because the previous two elements in the
periodic table had been named “uranium” and “neptunium: after Uranus and
Nephnre. But when be and his coworkers later diaeovered element 95 they had to
change the naming system+ lirrg the element rrmerieinm-becarrse there were no
other planets to name elements after. (Taken from Chem. & Eng. Newa, 1991).

The name, Pluto

In 1930 Tombaugb picked the name “Pluto” for the 9th plane~ because it was cold
and far from the sw In Roman mythology Pluto was the brother of Neptune and
god of the underworld. This association of the name, “Pluto”, with the underworld
has transferred somewhat to plutonium; there are those who like to call it the element
of death.

The symbol for plutonium is JQr

Seaborg had the choice of picking the symbol flor h for plutonium. He remarked
that it really is kind of a stinky element (complicated chemistry and unusual
metallurgical properties) and so it became I%.

This appeam in chemical formulas such as Pn02 for plutonium dioxide, commonly
called plutonium oxide.

It also appeats when identifying the various isotopes of plutonium such as ‘%+
which is sometimes written Pu-239.
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History (continued)

1943: The Manhattan Project picked up speed. Argonne, Oak Ridge, Los
Alamos, Haniord, and other sites were started.

1945: A plutonium implosion device was tested in the Trinity shot at Alamagordo,
New Mexico. Atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima (a uranium gun
assembled weapon) and Nagasaki (plutonium implosion weapon).

1946: Firatplutonium fueled reactor (Clementine) was operated at Los Alamos.

1949: First Russian atomic bomb was tested in October.

1950-53: A surge in the cold war saw the start of the Savannah River Plant (1950)
for plutonium, tntium, and other isotopes, the Livemrore Lab (1953) for weapon
design and research, and the Rocky Flats Plant (1953) for pit production. The figure,
below, shows the buildup of the weapons stockpile during this period.

1982: Plutonium laser isotope separation was demonstrated at Livemrore.

1986: The Chernobyl accident raised questions about the safety of U.S. plutonium
production reactors.

198S-92: The plutonium production reactors at Hanford and Savannah River were
shut down. The cold war ended leaving us with a surplus of plutonium.

1940 1950 i 960 1970 1980 1990

Individual weapons are identified with a rough indication of the date of their
introduction. Those still in stockpile in 1990 are indicated in dark shading.
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Materialflowinthenuclearweapons complex
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This shows the materials flow paths in the nuclear weaponscomplex at its
peak operations period.
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Plutonium production sites

Weapons-grade plutonium was produced at the Hanford site in Washington from
1944 until 1988 and at the Savannah River Plant in South Carolina from 1953 until
1988.

PlutoNum is also produced in commercial power reactors, but the isotopic mix
from this source is not well suited for weapons use.

Plutonium-containing waste burial sites

A major future burial site will be the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WfPP) near
Carlsbad, New Mexico.

Other burial of plutonium-containing waste has occurred at the Hanford Site, at
Savannah River, in Idaho, and at the Nevada Test site.

plutonium production sites and waste burial
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We now turn to tie chemical and metallurgical properties of plutonium. ‘I&se depend on the
electronic structure of the atom and have nothhg to do with the nuclear properties.

The expansion of plutonium on heating is unusual.

Plutonium metal undergoes crystallographic, phase changes that result in the
unusual expansion behavior on heating. This makes it dfi]cult to
produce solid metal parts using simple casting techniques.

The expansion of a normal metal, aluminum, is shown. It melts at @O°C, about the
same temperature as plutonium which reeks at 640°C

Incidentally, the expansion behavior ha-s nothing to do with the nuclear properties
of plutonium, hut results from the complicated chemical and metallurgical behavior
of an element that has 94 electrons in its electron orbits.

I I I I I I

I
I
1
I
I
I

Temperature
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Two metallic forms of plutonium are of interest for weapons.

Alpha-plutonium (cz-Pu)

It is chemically pure plutonium.

It is rather like cast iron, hard and brittle.

It is attractive for weapons use, because its density is high, 19.86 grams per cubic
centimeter. A lot of plutonium can be fitted into a small volume. However, it is
only dimensionally stable up to about 120”C as shown in the previous figure.
Atxrve this point it warps and cracks.

It is difficult to get good castings of a-Pu because of the volume chrmgea as the
solid ingot cools from the fleezing poinL Castings often have cavities in them.

It mrrodes relatively rapidly in air.

Delta-plutonium (15-Pu)

Isa high temperature form of plutonium which is made stable at rcom temperature
by the addition of 1% gallium to the metal. It has a crystal structure which ia
different horn alpha-plutonium.

It is rather like silver, malleable and easier to cast and machine tbau is alpha-
plutonium.

Its density is 15.7 grams per cubic ee.ntimeter, less than a–pu. However, it is a
more ecmveuient material to use from an engineering point of view.

It is more corrmsion resistant than a-pu.

Incidentally, the word, “alpha” or% as used here has nothing to do with the alpha-
radiatioua emitted by radioactive of plutonium. It is merely a nomenclature used
separately by metallurgists and physicists taken from the Greek alphabet.
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Chemical reactions of plutonium metal

Both cr- and M% undergo the same reactions although their ratea may differ.

Unwanted corrosion of Prr is avoided by handling the metal in a glove box where
the box atmosphere is usually dry nitrogen or an inert gas like argom

Plutonium corrodes in air, most rapidly in humid air (rests) to form an oxide
powder, Pu02, which happens to be yellow, green, or sometimes an olive color.

Picccs of metal larger than a pinhead react slowly. Smaller particlca, plutonium
metal powder, or very fine machine turning= can be pyrophoric, can ignite
spontaneously in air.

‘Ilre oxide formed by slow corrosion is in the form of very fine psrticka. This
powder is dangerous, because it may become airborne and irdralcd into the lungs.

If the metal has been stored improperly, for example, in a plastic bag, it will
corrode slowly to prodrrw pyrophoric plutonium hydride which could catch fiie and
ignite a !arger piece of metal.

Plutonium can burn if large pieces of metal are bested to about 500°C This burning
is much like the burning of BBQ charcoal briquettes. The flame is slow and
mrsp=tacular, but tbe burning is hard to extinguish.

Fine machine turnings or powdered phrtoniarn east bum spntrmcoualy, earr be
pyrophori~ Again, the burning would be slow but hot and if it were to have started
to a glove box it could ignite the gloves, breach the containment of the bo~ and
become dispersed thrnrrghout a laboratory.

Water reacts with plutonium to form a gray sludge.

The rate of reaction in salt water is much faster than in pure water. A sixteeuth of an
inch thick corrosion Iayer can form in a day. On the other hand, it can be quite slow
in some water solutions. Research is under way to see if water-soap mixtures
might be satisfactory for cleaning phrtoninrn metal after machining,

Hydrogen gas reacts with plutonium to give a gray powder.

This powder is pyrophonc and must be handl+ with care in glove boxes having an
inert gas, preferably argon. However, the reaction may torn out to be a clean way
for removing plutonium horn weapon parts and this new technology is being
developd at the Livermore and Los Alamos Laboratories.

Nitric acid dissolves plutonium if assisted with a little hydrofluoric acid.

This acid can be used for dissolving plutonium metal scrap before chemical
reprocessin~ h is also used in the fist dissolution of irradiated reactor fuel
elements which are largely uranium containing a little plutonium.
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The safe storage of plutonium metal

Plutonium can be stored safely in the form of metal if reactive materials are
excluded from the storage container, usually a sealed can.

Exclude reactive materials from the storage container.

Storage in vacuum could be satisfactory, but it is sometimes difficult to maintain
good vacuums. Better practice seems to be to pump out the air and backfill the can
with an inert gas such as argon or dry nitrogen.

Reactive contaminants in a storage can might include air, moisture, and oils. These
might be iutroduccd directly into a storage container by mistake or might be denvcd
from other debris, bits of plastic, bristles from small housekeeping sweepera, or
bits of paper towels which are often used in a glove bnx.

Metal reactions could produce mixtures which are diftlcult to process.

Rcactiom of the metal are undesirable, because the metal is no longer a sirtgfe
chunk of material after reaction. The reaction product generally flakes off and may
require special effort to recover when the container is reopened. It is much easier to
process a material if it is all in one form, all metal or all oxide. A mixture may
require careful separation followed by separate processing of the two components.

Metal corrosion products might be pyrophoric.

Cmmsion reaction products within a storage container are mtdeairable, because
they may contain plutonium hydride which is pyrophoric- ‘his means that the
container eontents add ignite if opened in air. To avoid such ignition, the
container would have to be opened in special, inert gas glove boxes which meam
special, slow, individual handling and pmceaaia~

Seff-radiation damage probably would not be a problem.

The radioactive decay of plutonium would eventually cause deterioration (warping
and swelling) of tire metal, but this has not been a problem for weapons which have
aged for several decades in stockpile. There has been little specific experimental
rc.search to address thts problem, hut general metallurgical experience su~eats that
storage for many decades would be safe.

Pits from retired weapons provide a practical way for storing their
contained plutonium.

The plutonium in a weapon pit is generally well seafed aad uareactivti Continued
storage of plutonium in this form is one practical option for that plutonium already
in weapons, at least horn a technical point of view.
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The chemistry and compounds of plutonium

Phstoninm hus its iadividnal chemistry as does every other element.

This allows us to separate elements tlom each other as necessary. However,
plutonium chemistry is more complicated than that of most other elemenLs.

If one starts with a concentrated sample of plutonium+ontaining material, the
transformation of this to an ingot of pure metal requires a broad range of skills and
sophisticated chemical technology.

Plutonium for weapons is extracted from a uranium fuel element where present in a
concentration of only one part per thousand. @r commercial reactors its
mrcentration is allowed to grow to about one percent-) It is a challenge to extract
weapons grade plutonium efficiently.

Many of the chemicats used for plutoninm processing are dangerous.

Among these are nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide which can form explosive
mixtures with organic materials. Kerosene is used in large amounts in the PUREX
process for separating plutonium from uranium and other tiasion products in reactor
fuel elements. It is flammable. Ion-exchange columns are often used and they have
occasionally exploded when used improperly with nitric acid. Some of the newer
pyrochemical proccssirrg technology uses molten salts at temperature of 800”C, a
full red heat.

Water sohrtions of phrtonium componnds may not always be stable.

Water solutions have a tendency to turn gelatinous or to precipitate the plutonium as
a hydroxide sludge. This clogs filters used for separating solids from liquids and it
may concentrate plutonium in unexpected parts of the chemicaI processing
equipment and cause a criticality accident.

Plutonium compounds and solutions experience self-irradiation.

Plutonium compounds and solutions are always being subjected to the radiation
from plutonium nuclear decay. This radiation can decompose some solutions in a
few days.

In other words, many opportunities exist for mistakes in working with
plutonium chemistry;

Amateurs are not likely to reach their objectives, at least not quickly or easily, and
there is a fair chance that they will not reach them at all.

The penalties for mistakes include spills of radioactive materials and possibly
criticality accidents.
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Plutonium compounds

Some plutonium compounds should be listed, because they are mentioned
frequently.

Plutonium nitrate, Pu(N03)4

This is formed when plutonium is dissolved in nitric acid. Actually, there is a large
variety of nitrates in any given solution depending on its acidity and its oxidation
state.

Plutonium hydride, formula PUHZ to PuH3

The composition is variable depending on the exact conditiom of formation- It ia
normally seen as a gray powder formed by the reaction of plutonium with hydrogen
and also as one product in some reactions with water. It is pyrophoric, that is it
bums spontaneously in air.

We may want to produce it under controlled conditions as a means for removing
plutonium from pits.

Plutonium fluoride, PuF4,

Tbia is used in the preparation of plutonium metal. It is made to react at high
temperature with eafcirrm metal to form calcium fluoride and free plutonium metaL
‘Ibere is also a PuF3. This compound is source of neutrons (and persomel neutron

irradiation) resulting form an (~n) reactions in the fluorine.

Plutonium oxide, strictly speaking, “plutonium dioxide”, Pu02,

This is formed by the reaction of plutonium metal with oxygen. It is atao prepared
by other mums in the separation of phrtoninm horn reaetor fuel elements. There are
other oxides of plutonium including a Pn@r, but they arc leas important.

When the dioxide is prepared by burning plutonium metal or plutonium hydride it
may mntain incompletely rcactcd plutonium. Such partially reacted mixtures may be
pyrophoric and therefore care must be taken to make sure that oxidation is
complete.

Plutonium dioxide may be used as a reactor fuel elementj mixed with uranium
oxide U02, MOX fuel. The two compounds are very similar and completely
compatible, chemically.

Plutonium oxide may be a suitable form for the storage of plutonium over long timca.
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The safe storage of plutonium oxide (Pu02)

Plutonium dioxide is a chemically inert powder. This oxide is a
compound of plutonium andoxygem Since it is alreadyfully oxidized plutonium,
it would appear that it would be fully stable in air and therefore a safe form for
storage.

It is insensitive to self-radiation damage, that is, it does not deteriorate
significantlywith time due to the radioactive decay of the plutonium.

However, there can be problems:

1. If the oxide has been obtained by the burning of the metal it is possible that it
still retains a little unburned metal. This unburned metal, likely to be a
powder, could be pyrophoric and therefore a hazard to handle. Such a mixture
can be refired in air or oxygen to assure complete oxidation and stabilization.

2. Plutonium oxide is generally seen in the form of a powder, although it can be
sintered into tablets if desired. Powders can he a problem go handle in
general; they can be spilled or accidentallydispersed.

3. Plutonium oxide can adsorb moisture from the air. llris moisture
adsorbed on thesrrrfiu%of theparticlesof oxide powder can be decompmxt by
the alpharadiation. The products of this decomposition would be the gases,
hydrogen and oxygen. Such gases have been Iorown to overprmsrrrizestorage
eontainerxand rip themope~ Also, since thegas mixture is explosive, ignition
k possible and would scatterplutoniumoxide aroundthe storage ~e~

These problems ear be overcome by baking the plutonium oxide in a stream of dry
gas at high temperature to drive off any adsorbed moisture. Such baked oxide moat
be sealed in container before it has a charm to adaorb moisture again.

The oxide can also be compacted and sintered to form pellets which are stable.
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Before leaving plutonium chemistry we need to point out that chemical
reactions make it difficult to keep track of plutonium inventories.

The amount of plutonium in a kifogram of one compound is different from the amount
in a kilogram of another compound. This is because compounds contain both
plutonium and some other element and the plutonium weight fraction is different for
each compound.

Weight fractions of plutonium

Pu (a) Pure metal 100%

Pu (8) Galliumstabilized 99%

PuH2+x Hydride 98.9-99.2%

PU02 Oxide 88’ZO

Pucl~ Chloride 69%

Mixtures of compounds or of compounds and metal are hard to inventory.

A batch of plutonium oxide maybe imprrm. and may contain some urrreacted metal.
For this reason it is important to have an assurance program based on both chemical
and physical anafyse.s to verify the plutonium content of any material.

——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——

We now turn to a discussion of the nuclear properties of plutonium.
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IsotoDes of Plutonium and Neiahborina Elements
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This shows important isotopes of uranium (U), neptunium
(Np), plutonium (Pu), and americium (Am).

Nuclear mssses incresse going bm left to righL These equsl protons plus neutrons
in the nucleus.

Atomic numbers, i.e. nuclear charges which equal protons only in the nucleus,
increase going up horn bottom to top.

The arrows indicate paths for conversion horn one isotope to another. ~nversion
cart occur by:

Neutron absorption, “n,y” (a mass increase but no change in nuclear charge).

The neutron absorption is aecomparricd by emission of a y-ray (which carries no
charge or mass) and occurs in the reactor where there is a high flux of neutrons.
It is an instantaneous reaction and has no half-life as for a radioactive decay.

Neutron decrease, an “n,2n” reaction (a mass decrease but no change in nuclear
charge). This is a reaction that occurs when a very fast neutron hits an atom
and knoch out a neutron already in that nucleus.

Alpha emissio% “a”, actuatly a helium nucleus (a km in nuclear mass of 4 and
a loss of nuclear charge of 2).
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Beta emission, “!3”, actually an electron (increase in nuclear charge but
negligible change in mass).

The half-life for each a-or B-radioactive emission is shown.

The half-life of 23%, which decays by a-emission, is 24,400 years.

The half-life of 241Pu which decays by ~-cmisaion is 14.4 years.

Plutonium ia made from uranium.

[This is discussed in the following figure.]

Two other isotopes on this chart are alao important, 238Pu and
241~ and will be discussed on separate sheets.

The neutron capture reaction paths shown in this figure relate to what happens in a
nuclear reactor. After a fuel element is taken out from a reactor, the isotope mix is
ffozen except for the radioactive decay of each isotope. Chemical processing cannot
change the mix of plutonium isotopes..
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Pro uctd ion of Plutonium from Ur aniu~

A
239NP

I_+ 23.5 m

n, y
238U 239u

Plutonium is made from uranium.

The ~~ isotope absorbs a neutron in a nuclear reactor and &mea ‘%.J. This

decays by &emission to ‘%Jp, which in turn decays by a second &emission to
=%. ~is is the best isotope of plutonium for IIUClerU Weapmrs.

Under neutron bombardment some .239Pu atoms will tkion but some
others will absorb neutrona.

They then become -, Mlllrj and so on, gaining one more nucIesr mass unit
(neutron) at each step. These heavier isotopes are less useful for nuclear wcaporrs
than is ‘%u.

This is the basisfor understanding the differences between weapons-grade Pu and
reactor-grade Pu.

If a fuel element is left in a reactor for a relatively short time (months), there is not
enough time for a large fraction of the ~%hs time to absorb additional neutrons to
become 24@rL Weapons-grade Pu eontaina less than about 6% 24@u. The
change of isotopic mix with time is shown in the next figure.

A fuel element left in a reactor for a long time (years), as in commercial nuclear
power generation, can generate 24f31h up to 2.5% of the total Pu.

Laser isotope separation would be a technique for separating ‘%% tlom any mix of
plutonium isotopes, but this development program has been set aside.
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Isotopic mixes of plutonium

Burn.up MWd/leo ‘*IJ

This figure plots the total amount of Pu in kilograms per ton of natural uranium
(1 kghn = 0.1%) generated as a function of irradiation in megawattdays per ton of
natural uranium. A 1000 MWd/torr reprc.sents about six months of irradiation.

Reactor irradiation uscs some of tbe exeesa neutrons from the 235U fission to convert
23SU inm 239Pw After the ~?pu has form~ it can also capture neutroaa to become
Z40pu. me 240PU, in tum can, can capture a neutron to become 241PL ad so on.

For cmnrnercial power reactors, it is uneconomic to remove a fuel eIement that has
had only a slight burmrp of its f~sile material, X5U. ‘Pu is not a reactor fuel,
but it ia not a serious detriment to the mntinuing generation of power.

For weapons-grade plutonium, it is desirable to minimize the -u contcn~
Therefore, the fuel elements are removed after irradiations of only a few months.
This is expensive, because each fuel element generates power for a short time and a
small amount of ‘%’u must be separated from a large amount of uranium.

The following grades of plutonium have been defiied

Weapnns grade: Up to 690 240Pu

This is considered acceptable fur nuclear weapons.

Fuel grade: 6% to 12% 240hr, UP tO 1% &r

This would be a suitable range for new reactor fuel elements,

Reactor grade: 12 to 2570 240pu, UP to 19. Am

‘fbis would be the composition of the plutonium in a used reactor fiel element,
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238pu Isotope characteristics

Half-life, tl~: 87 yesm.

Emits a-radiation but almost no y-radiation. Therefore, even a thin foil surrounding the
source would bean adequate barrier against the eseape of ionizing radiation.

Production of 238Pu

Z3~ is~a&~ a~aC@rfiornD7Npby neutron mpture in much the same way that
Z3~ is made from ~U. Speeid targets of oeptrmium are placed in a reactor for thk
purpose at the Savannah River Plant.

uses for 238PU

Energy heat source for NASA satellite power packs.

The Galileo satellite earned kilograms of ‘8Pu.

Suggested as an energy source for heart pacemakers. The technology was
developed but the problem of safe disposal after use was not solved satisfactorily.
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241PU
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24fPu (tl/2 = 14.4 yeara)

Time (yeara)
241pu is an isotopic impurity (about 0.5%) in weapons grade

This figure shows the transformation of 241Pu (half-life 14.4 years, &emitter) into

XlAm. H the ~lb were stable, its concentration would follow the dashed line.
However, it is also radioactive and decays to a second predrscp neptunium, which
has a long half-life, over 2 million yeara.

Importance of 2%% It decays to Wlk. This daughter emits a greater flux of

penetrating y-rays than 23% does.

It k easier to detect plutonium if it contaim 2’tlAm. The americium
daughteris often takenas the indicatorof phrtonium inside the body after a
contamination accident. Portal monitoring to detect the removal of phstortiurrr from a
storage area is facilitated by the presence of 241.&n.

Radiation levels near plutonium containing 241Ant ean cause higher
radiationexposrsrcsfor persomel working aroundplutonium.

Removal of Am from Pu

Since Americium is chemically different Ilom plutonium, it can be removed by
chemical processing.

Plutonium which haa just been produced in a reactor will be relatively free from
americium, but the americium will grow in with time.

After several decades the parerr~ UIPU, becomes deplercd and the production of
fresh americium drops off. Therefore, in aged plutonium the removal of
americium would be followed by only a little regeneration.

Pu
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Radioactive decav
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Radioactivity and half-lives

There is a variety of nuclearrcactiona. Radioactive decay k one and occurs because
some atomic nuclei arc unstable. They decay with theemission of energetic
radiationsunto other, lower energy nuclei. In this process they usually kick out
particlesthat are electrically chsrgcd and sometimes have aeveraI units of nuclear
mass. The daughter nucleus then differs from the parent in charge and sometimes
in mass. Ttma, the daughter is an atom of a different elemenL

The rates of decay are generally measured in half-lives.. A half-life is a time in
which one half of the element decays. The amount then remaining continuca to
decay at the same rate In another half-life, one half of it its turn has decayed. One
fourth of the original material will remaiu and so on.

Z3~ d~Ys to O&e Z35U while emitting an alpha particle.

Tbe half-life, tl~ for ‘%% ia 24,400 years.

Irtdividnal nuclear decay is statistical.

We can only say thata spcciticd atom has some probabilityof decaying during any
given interval.Also, the numberwhich decay duringany intervalof time will vary
itsa random way horn an average.

The rateof decay is a nuclearproperty. It has nothingto do with thechemical state.
‘f’hns,plutonium will decay at the same rate regsrdlcaa of whether it is metal or
plutonium oxide. The rate will also not depend on temperature, pressure, vibration, or
any of the other usual environmental factors.
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Types: Alpha Beta NeutronsGamma _

(h~ium (ele!trons) (hi;h&;gy (neLal
nuclei) particles)

Barrier: -6 cm air -0.1 cm metal >1 cm metal Moderator
10 ~m paper or plastic + capture

Source:
238pu Sting None Easilyshielded Weak
239pu Moderate None Weak None
240pu Strong None Weak Weak
241pu None Strong Weak None
241Am Strong None Strong None
Other From (IX, n) (aio~zon

can be
moderate

Different plutonium isotopes decay with the emission of different radiationa. Ttres.e
radiations arc really high-vel~ity particles:

a–particles, alphas (the nuclei of helium atoms).

t3-pardcles,hetaa (elcctrom traveling at a good fraction of the speed of light).

y-rays (also particles in a sense, light photoms) having energies in the range of
thousands to millioms of electron volts).

Neutrons can originate from thesporrtaocouafissioning of plutonium nuclei or
horn nuclear reac~iona induced in atoms mixed with plutonium. These (a,n)

reactions are earraed by energetic a-particles kicking neutrons our of atomic nuclei.
Atoms which are good producers of neutrons under alpha-bombardment include
beryllium, fluorine, and (to a lesser extent) oxygen.

The ranges of these radiationa through barrieraof material can be large or small.

The skin ia thick enough to block out the alpha radiations. That is why it would
be possible to hold a piece of pure, weapona grade plutonium in your bare hand
without damaging the flesh underneath the skin.

Beta radmtion is more penetrating, depending on the &mergy.

Gamma radiation can penetratethrough many centimeters of some solids. This
makes it possible to detect some radiationsources even after they have beerr mvercd
with thick shielding. Good barrier materials are lead or other heavy materials.

Neutrona can penetrate many centimeters. ‘fley are most effectively shielded by
water.
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Fission chain reaction

o
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The fiision chain reaction

Until 1939 there seemed to be no practical pmsibility of extracting energy horn matter
as supgcs.ted by Einstein’s equation, E = mc2. Then, the scientific world realized that:

1. Uranium nuclei cmuld be made to fksion, releasing nearly a hundred times as
much energy as mast other nuclear reactions (millions of times more than
chemical reactions).

2 Neutrons could initiate this tissionin~ because they were able to pnetrate easily
into a nucleus. They were not repelled by the high nuclear charge since they
tbemselvw bad no electrical charge.

3. The fissioning released several new neutmrts. Thrra a chain reaction was
possible. Indeed, a multiplying chain was possible.

In this diagram, the concept of a chain reaction is suggested.

Fast neutrons are less likely to be captured by a uranium nucleus than are slow
neutmna. Neutron capture is usually followed by fissioning (not indicated as such
in this cartoon) with the release of more neutrous.

A critical mass is that mass of fmsile material which will just support a
chain reaction.

H too little plutonium is prcseng neutrons will escape before fiiiorring a plutotriom
nucleus. Such an amount is called soheritical and any chain will die out.

E enough plutonium is prcsen~ neutrons wilI not escape before hitting a plutonium
nucleus. Such an amount is called supercritical and the chain will branch. The
numberof neutronsand fissions will increasewith time.
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Detection and measurement of plutonium - problems

We need to know where all of our plutonium is all of the time, a difficult task

Detection of plutonium usually relies on observation of the alpha-radmtion. This is a
very sensitive indicator,but thisradiationcan be blocked by paper-thinlayers of water, oi~
ete. A splinterof plutoniuminsertedunder the skin in an accident is hard to detect.

The measurement of plutonium is complicated because plutonium can be a
changing material.

Direct hands on operations such as weighing pieces of plutonium metal or
compounds arc satisfactory for many glove-box operations with large amounts of
material in well characterized operatiorw However, this is not always the ease.

when remote detection or measurement is needed the radiations or heat generation
are the usual parameters to measure.

The state of chemical combination can change.

For example, if the metal oxidizes the weight changes, a solid piece may change to
a powder, the geometry changa, and the self-shielding of radiation changes

Plutonium in a chemical proms stream can become mncerrtrsted or diluted and
sampling followed by analysis will be nccmaary to keep track of inventory.

Box and line losses occur.

In materiak transfers there is frequently a small amount of line or box 10ss that may
not lx recovered until months or years later. This may consist of powder trapped in
corners or in air filters.

The isotopic mix can diier for different sources and it changes as the plutonium
ages.

l%is means that some specific radiation signature may not be corrstart

‘fire radioactive heat generation rate will change with time

Measurement geometries are not constant

The distance between the radiation sourcm and the detection instrument may not be
mnatarrt- For example, one barrel of plutonium scrap will never be exactly like
anorbeq the active material maybe concentrated in the top of one barrel and on the
side of the next.

Tbe amount of shielding tkom other aerap materials wilt differ from one situation to
the next.

Some radiationa such as neutmrra carI be reflected Thercfbre the count of radiation
from two sormxs having the same source-detector distance and the same shielding
between them an still differ if neigbhorirg reflecting objects are rearranged
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Detection and -measurement of plutonium - techniques

Chemical analyses are required of metal and chemical process line samples in
production operations.

Direct weighing of samples is ofterr suitable but precautions rrmd to be taken to
assure that the material being weighed is homogeneous, e.g. is not a
partially oxidized piece of plutonium metal.

Radiation detection techniques are often appropriate.

Alpha-radmtioncanbedetected easily, but it can be shielded by films of water
or oil. Alphadetectors are used in monitoring personnel or facilities for possible
contamination but are not useful for measuring material inside containers.

Gamma-radmtion penetrates materials. Measurement of the decay of ~lkr
normally present in plutonium is often conveoien~ but the amount of this isotope
changes with time and its concentration must be known.

Neutron activation can be used to induec fissions (in a subcritical mass such
as a waste sample) with thegenerationof secondary neutrons. The number of
secondary neutrons can Ix taken as a measure of the amount of plutonium in the
sample.

The heat generation by radioactive materials can be measured. The
sample is put into a calorimeter, a thermally insulated container where the rate of
heat transfer is measured.

The choice of detection methods or combinations of methods can be
matched to the type of material inventory required.

Special care needs to be directed to calibration and standardimtion of
reference radiation sources, geometry of meaauremeng and counter sensitivity.

Statistical errors due to the intrinsically random nature of radioactive
emissions must be understood.

Technician qualit%atiorts must be unusually high for detection and
measurementwork Experience,skill, andjudgment arenccc.ssary.

This work Was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
by Lawrence LiverrnoreNational Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.




